
Lab/ Programming Assignment for ‘Information Retrieval’ Course 
 

 

The students who have enrolled in the ‘Information Retrieval’ course are required to undertake 

programming assignments. Each student will have to complete at least 5 problems from the 

suggested list below.  

 

1. Representation of a Text Document in Vector Space Model and Computing Similarity 

between two documents. 

2. Pre-processing of a Text Document: stop word removal and stemming.  

3. Construction of an Inverted Index for a given document collection comprising of at 

least 50 documents with a total vocabulary size of at least 1000 words.   

4. Classification of a set of Text Documents into known classes (You may use any of the 

Classification algorithms like Naive Bayes, Max Entropy, Rochio’s, Support Vector 

Machine). Standard Datasets will have to be used to show the results.  

5. Text Document Clustering using K-means. Demonstrate with a standard dataset and 

compute performance measures- Purity, Precision, Recall and F-measure. 

6. Crawling/ Searching the Web to collect news stories on a specific topic (based on user 

input). The program should have an option to limit the crawling to certain selected 

websites only.   

7. To parse XML text, generate Web graph and compute topic specific page rank. 

8. Matrix Decomposition and LSI for a standard dataset. 

9. Mining Twitter to identify tweets for a specific period (and/or from a geographical 

location) and identify trends and named entities. 

10. Implementation of PageRank on Scholarly Citation Network. 

 

A report for the completion of the assignment needs to be submitted at the end of the semester. 

The report should contain a clear description of the problem, algorithmic approach, source 

code, dataset used and screen shot of results and evaluation measures (if any). 



 

It will be necessary to demonstrate the working of computer program designed. 

Implementations may be done in any programming language of your choice (say JAVA, 

Python or R). 

 


